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Hierarchical Impedance-based Tracking Control
of Kinematically Redundant Robots
Alexander Dietrich and Christian Ott
Abstract—The control of a robot in its task space is a standard
approach nowadays. If the system is kinematically redundant
with respect to this goal, one can even execute additional subtasks
simultaneously. By utilizing null space projections, for example,
the whole stack of tasks can be implemented within a strict
task hierarchy following the order of priority. One of the most
common methods to track multiple task-space trajectories at the
same time is to feedback-linearize the system and dynamically
decouple all involved subtasks, which finally yields exponential
stability of the desired equilibrium. Here, we provide a hierarchi-
cal multi-objective controller for trajectory tracking that ensures
both asymptotic stability of the equilibrium and a desired contact
impedance at the same time. In contrast to the state of the art
in prioritized multi-objective control, feedback of the external
forces can be avoided and the natural inertia of the robot is
preserved. The controller is evaluated in simulations and on a
standard lightweight robot with torque interface. The approach
is predestined for precise trajectory tracking where dedicated
and robust physical-interaction compliance is crucial at the same
time.
Index Terms—Force control, redundant robots, hierarchical
control, impedance control, physical human-robot interaction,
whole-body control
I. INTRODUCTION
The definition and execution of tasks in the operational (or
task) space is one of the most common approaches in robotics.
While this strategy both applies to kinematic and force-torque
control, especially the latter one is getting more and more
important in the emerging field of physical human-robot inte-
raction these days. If the robot is kinematically redundant with
respect to the given task, it is possible to perform additional
subtasks simultaneously as exemplified in Fig. 1. A common
approach is to execute them in a prioritized manner by means
of null space projections which have already been introduced
to robotics decades ago [1]–[3] and have become standard
tools since. One can ensure that lower-priority subtasks do
not disturb the execution of more important ones. To stay with
the example in Fig. 1, one could assign a task hierarchy with
safety-critical objectives such as collision avoidance having
high priority. As a result, subtasks with lower priorities, e. g.,
the optimization of the joint configuration, would consequently
not compromise safety.
In recent years multi-objective control has also been tackled
successfully by solving numerical optimization problems [4]–
[7]. The main advantage of these methods is that inequality
constraints can be straightforwardly integrated into the task
hierarchy. However, analyzing the stability properties is rather
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Fig. 1. A motivational example of multi-tasking in kinematically redundant
robots. The system performs several subtasks simultaneously.
difficult, especially in the presence of these inequality con-
straints. But for the use of robots in the vicinity of humans,
it is crucial to ensure stability in any case.
In contrast to multi-objective control approaches utilizing
strict task hierarchies, one can alternatively apply soft pri-
orities instead, for example by weighting the subtasks and
superposing their control actions [8]–[11]. Continuously chan-
ging the weights endows the robot with the ability to switch
the order or priority online in a smooth way. However, soft
priorities inevitably introduce a coupling between the tasks
such that these compete with each other in one way or another.
Among the approaches for strict hierarchies the so-called
Operational Space Formulation (OSF) is probably the most
prominent one [12] which is applied frequently in the litera-
ture. A feedback linearization is performed on all hierarchy
levels and linear equations of motion are enforced by the
controller. In order to prevent lower-level tasks from disturbing
more important ones, dynamic consistency [13] is utilized,
which can be interpreted as an energetical decoupling of
the hierarchy levels. In [14] it has been shown that OSF
approaches such as [15], [16] and common inverse dynamics
solutions are in fact equivalent due to feedback linearization. If
all subtasks are simultaneously feasible and independent, one
can straightforwardly show exponential stability on the basis
of the linear closed-loop dynamics in the OSF. However, that
requires accurate knowledge of all dynamic parameters and
the problematic feedback of all external forces and torques in
the control if a desired task-space compliance is supposed to
be realized.
In general, the analysis of stability for hierarchical control-
lers is known to be difficult [17] and an active field of research.
Nevertheless, several aspects have already been addressed
successfully. The quadratic-programming framework [11] has
been proven stable both numerically and dynamically without
inequality constraints. However, since the approach is weight-
prioritized, the task hierarchy is not strict by definition. For
kinematic multi-priority control a formal stability analysis
has been presented in [18]. Recently, the acceleration-based
framework [19] was investigated in terms of stability. The
proof of asymptotic stability covers tracking tasks on all
but the lowest hierarchy level where compliance is reali-
zed. However, the approach does not allow to specify the
contact behavior explicitly by setting the desired stiffness
in the task-space. Moreover, the proof imposes restrictions
on the feedback gains. In general, Lyapunov functions are
frequently used in the control design and stability analysis
of task hierarchies [5], [12], [18]–[24]. The term compliance
control describes a variation of classical impedance control
[25] in which the natural inertia is preserved and the desired
contact stiffness can be explicitly specified. For a set of
hierarchically arranged compliance control tasks asymptotic
stability of the equilibrium has already been shown [23], [24].
The main advantage is that external forces and torques are not
required in the feedback which is highly beneficial in terms
of robustness. The drawback is the restriction of the controller
to regulation tasks. In [21], a controller-observer approach
for physical interaction with the environment was presented.
In the two-level hierarchy the task-space error convergence
is ensured while compliant null space behavior is achieved
simultaneously. Theory from conditional stability is utilized
for the analysis of the dynamics but an observation of the
external forces and torques is necessary.
In this work the hierarchical compliance control approach
for strict task hierarchies with an arbitrary number of priority
levels is completed by incorporating trajectory tracking on
all levels and providing the mathematical proof of uniform
asymptotic stability of the equilibrium. A special feature of
the presented approach is that the control law simplifies
to the already established hierarchical regulation controller
[24] if the desired task-space trajectories are stopped. Beside
trajectory tracking, the presented controller realizes the desired
contact stiffness and damping. In contrast to previous works
where LaSalle’s invariance principle could be exploited due
to time invariance of the problem, stability theorems for non-
autonomous systems have to be applied for the considered case
of trajectory tracking [26], [27]. The theoretical findings are
validated in simulations and compared with the state of the art.
Moreover, the presented controller is evaluated and confirmed
in experiments on a standard torque-controlled lightweight
robot, namely a KUKA LWR IV+.
The article is organized as follows: After the recapitulation
of projection-based, hierarchical task decoupling in Section II,
the control law is derived in Section III. In Section IV the
stability analysis is conducted, followed by the discussion
in Section V. Afterwards, simulations in Section VI and
experiments in Section VII validate the approach and compare
it with the state of the art before the article is concluded in
Section VIII.
II. FUNDAMENTALS AND PRELIMINARIES
The equations of motion of a robot with n degrees of
freedom (DOF) can be described by
M(q)q¨ +C(q, q˙)q˙ + g(q) = τ + τ ext , (1)
where q, q˙, q¨ ∈ Rn denote the joint configuration, velo-
city, and acceleration, respectively. The inertia matrix
M(q) ∈ Rn×n is symmetric and positive definite, the Co-
riolis/centrifugal matrix C(q, q˙) ∈ Rn×n is formulated such
that M˙(q, q˙) = C(q, q˙) +C(q, q˙)T holds [28], and the ge-
neralized gravity forces are described by g(q) ∈ Rn. The
generalized forces τ ∈ Rn in (1) determine the control input,
while τ ext ∈ Rn represents the generalized external forces.
The standard assumption is made that M(q) and C(q, q˙) are
bounded for all possible values of q [22], and C(q, q˙) linearly
depends on q˙. That condition applies to any robot with only
revolute joints, for example.
A. Control task hierarchy and task space definitions
A control task hierarchy is introduced which comprises
r ∈ N hierarchy levels. Accordingly, r task-space position
coordinates
xi = f i(q) (2)
are defined for i = 1 . . . r with the task mapping f i(q) ∈ Rmi
and the corresponding task dimension mi ∈ N. The following
two assumptions are made for the task hierarchy and the
workspace in which those tasks are executed.
Assumption 1: All control tasks are structurally feasible
at the same time, and the total task dimension matches the
number of DOF of the system:
r∑
i=1
mi = n . (3)
This assumption will be justified in the discussion in
Section V-A.
Assumption 2: The considered workspace is free of singu-
larities.
The restriction on a singularity-free workspace is a common
assumption for the analysis of task-space controllers. The
implications of Assumption 2 and its justification will also
be addressed in Section V-A.
The task space velocities can be written as
x˙i = J i(q)q˙ (4)
with the Jacobian matrices J i(q) ∈ Rmi×n for all hierarchy
levels i = 1 . . . r obtained through
J i(q) =
∂f i(q)
∂q
. (5)
Furthermore, the so-called augmented Jacobian matrix [3]
Jaugi (q) =
J1(q)...
J i(q)
 (6)
is introduced which stacks all level-specific Jacobian matrices
top-down the task hierarchy down to level i. Note that Jaugr (q)
is invertible in the considered workspace due to Assumption 1
and 2. For later use we define the stacked/augmented task-
space velocities and accelerations:
x˙augi =
x˙1...
x˙i
 , x¨augi =
x¨1...
x¨i
 (7)
According to (6)–(7) one can relate the augmented task space
velocities (down to level i) to the joint velocities via
x˙augi = J
aug
i (q)q˙ . (8)
For each objective in the control task hierarchy a nomi-
nal trajectory is available. These desired, continuous task-
space positions, velocities, and accelerations are denoted by
xi,des(t), x˙i,des(t), x¨i,des(t) ∈ Rmi for i = 1 . . . r with time t.
Accordingly, the errors in the task-space positions x˜i ∈ Rmi
are defined as
x˜i = xi(q)− xi,des(t) (9)
for all hierarchy levels i = 1 . . . r. Analogously, the task-space
errors in the velocities and accelerations are described by
˙˜xi, ¨˜xi ∈ Rmi . Similar to (7) the superscript aug can be utilized
to stack the desired task-space velocities and accelerations
down to level i,
x˙augi,des =
x˙1,des...
x˙i,des
 , x¨augi,des =
x¨1,des...
x¨i,des
 , (10)
and to stack the corresponding task-space errors
˙˜xaugi =

˙˜x1
...
˙˜xi
 , ¨˜xaugi =

¨˜x1
...
¨˜xi
 . (11)
B. Dynamically consistent null space projection
To implement a strict control task hierarchy, dynamically
consistent null space projectors N i(q) ∈ Rn×n for all levels
i = 1 . . . r can be utilized [12], [29]:
N i(q) =
{
I for i = 1
I − Jaugi−1(q)TJaugi−1(q)M+,T for i = 2 . . . r
(12)
with the identity matrix I .1 The operator M+ in the superscript
indicates the dynamically consistent pseudoinversion of the
respective matrix. For more information about the properties
of dynamic consistency, the reader is referred to [29].
In order to perform a coordinate transformation of (1)
to hierarchically decoupled equations of motion, one has to
dynamically decouple the Jacobian matrices (5) to obtain
J¯ i(q) ∈ Rmi×n. The straightforward way is to make use of
(12) following
J¯ i(q) = J i(q)N i(q)
T . (13)
1Note that I is used with different dimensions throughout this work, yet
always representing the (square) identity matrix with suitable size.
Similar to (4), one obtains new, hierarchically decoupled task
space velocities vi ∈ Rmi :v1...
vr

︸ ︷︷ ︸
v
=
J¯1(q)...
J¯r(q)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
J¯(q)
q˙ . (14)
The term v ∈ Rn stands for the complete task space velocity
vector in decoupled coordinates, and J¯(q) ∈ Rn×n represents
the corresponding, invertible Jacobian matrix.
C. Hierarchically decoupled equations of motions
With (14) one can conduct the coordinate transformation
Λ(q)v˙ + µ(q, q˙)v = J¯(q)−T
(
τ + τ ext − g(q)) (15)
to obtain hierarchically decoupled equations of motion. The
new inertia matrix can be computed through
Λ(q) = J¯(q)−TM(q)J¯(q)−1
= diag(Λ1(q), . . . ,Λr(q)) (16)
and features a block-diagonal structure with the symmetric,
positive definite subtask inertia matrices Λi(q) ∈ Rmi×mi
for i = 1 . . . r. This decoupling in the inertial behavior is an
intuitive, physical interpretation of dynamic consistency. The
Coriolis/centrifugal matrix in (15) can be calculated via
µ(q, q˙) = J¯
−T (
C(q, q˙)−M(q)J¯(q)−1 ˙¯J(q, q˙)
)
J¯(q)−1
(17)
and is fully occupied in general. In other words, (15) implies
a remaining dynamic coupling between the hierarchy levels
due to Coriolis and centrifugal effects.
III. CONTROL APPROACH
While the equations of motion (15) feature the beneficial
property of inertial decoupling of all r hierarchy levels,
the velocities v are rather unintuitive because they are not
identical with the original ones (4) anymore. In this section the
conversion of the equations of motion back to the original task
space will be performed, and the control law will be derived
to solve the trajectory tracking problem.
A. Relation between original and hierarchically decoupled
task-space velocities
One can apply (14) and (8) for i = r to relate the original
to the new task-space velocities:v1...
vr
 = J¯(q)Jaugr (q)−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
B(q)
x˙1...
x˙r
 (18)
with the lower-triangular matrix B(q) ∈ Rn×n containing the
submatrices Bi,j(q) ∈ Rmi×mj with two particular proper-
ties: Bi,j(q) = I for i = j, and Bi,j(q) = 0 for i < j. The
first property describes that the new task-space velocity vi
on hierarchy level i involves the original velocity x˙i one-to-
one, that is, it properly describes the genuine task. The second
property states that task-space velocities on lower-priority
levels do not disturb higher-priority task-space velocities,
which ensures the desired strict hierarchy. Accordingly, one
can represent all level-specific velocities vi for i = 1 . . . r as
functions of the original task-space velocities as follows:
vi = x˙i +
i−1∑
j=1
Bi,j(q)x˙j (19)
Based on (19) one can straightforwardly derive the correspon-
ding task-space accelerations according to
v˙i = x¨i +
i−1∑
j=1
(
Bi,j(q)x¨j + B˙i,j(q, q˙)x˙j
)
. (20)
Due to the dynamic consistency of the null space projections
by (12) top-down interferences across the task hierarchy are
encountered on velocity- and acceleration level as shown in
(19) and (20), respectively.
B. Relation between original and hierarchically decoupled
task-space external forces/torques
The generalized external forces F extx˙i ∈ Rmi in the original
task space are collocated to x˙i and can be related to τ ext when
applying the respective kinematic mapping according to
τ ext = Jaugr (q)
T
F
ext
x˙1
...
F extx˙r
 . (21)
Similar to (18), the relation between F extx˙i ∈ Rmi and the
corresponding generalized external forces F extvi ∈ Rmi (collo-
cated to vi) in the decoupled space can be established throughF
ext
v1
...
F extvr
 = J¯(q)−TJaugr (q)T︸ ︷︷ ︸
E(q)
F
ext
x˙1
...
F extx˙r
 (22)
with
E(q) = B(q)−T . (23)
In contrast to the lower-triangular structure of B(q) the matrix
E(q) ∈ Rn×n is upper-triangular and contains the submatrices
Ei,j(q) ∈ Rmi×mj with Ei,j(q) = I for i = j. Similar to
(19), the generalized external forces from the original task-
space on hierarchy level i enter the decoupled task-space
dynamics on level i one-to-one but the cross-coupling is
reversed:
F extvi = F
ext
x˙i +
r∑
j=i+1
Ei,j(q)F
ext
x˙j (24)
for i = 1 . . . r. In the following the dependencies are omitted
in the notations if not strictly necessary for the understanding.
C. Control law
The general form of the control law can be written as
τ = g + τµ +
r∑
i=1
N iJ
T
i F i,ctrl . (25)
Beside gravity compensation, the compensation of those Co-
riolis and centrifugal terms is performed which dynamically
couple the subtasks [24] as discussed on the basis of (15).
Therefore, the respective control action τµ ∈ Rn annihilates
the outer-block-diagonal elements in (17):
τµ =
r∑
i=1
J¯Ti
i−1∑
j=1
µi,jvj +
r∑
j=i+1
µi,jvj
 (26)
A beneficial peculiarity of (26) is that it constitutes a power-
conserving feedback [24]. That means the transmitted power
is always zero (q˙T τµ = 0), independent of modeling and
parameter uncertainties in µ(q, q˙). This property is due to
µi,j = −µTj,i which, in turn, results from the block-diagonality
of Λ(q). This characteristic is very useful from a robustness
point of view and represents a fundamental difference to
the non-power-conserving annihilation of all Coriolis and
centrifugal terms during the process of feedback linearization
in the OSF and classical inverse dynamics.
The last term in (25) is responsible for the task execu-
tion on all subtask levels and implements the control forces
F i,ctrl ∈ Rmi . Applying (25) to the system (1) yields
Λiv˙i + µi,ivi = F i,ctrl + F
ext
vi (27)
for i = 1 . . . r. While (27) basically represents the same
structure as in the regulation control problem [24], the main
difference lies in the specification of F i,ctrl as will be shown.
By means of (19)–(24) one can go back to the original task
space and reformulate (27) to
Λix¨i + µi,ix˙i + γi(q, q˙)
(
x˙augi−1
x¨augi−1
)
= F i,ctrl + F
ext
vi (28)
for i = 1 . . . r. The term γi(q, q˙) ∈ Rmi×2
∑i−1
j=1mj is defined
as
γi(q, q˙) =
(
Γi,1, · · · ,Γi,i−1,Ψi,1, · · · ,Ψi,i−1
)
(29)
Γi,j(q, q˙) = µi,iBi,j + ΛiB˙i,j (30)
Ψi,j(q) = ΛiBi,j (31)
where the quantities Γi,j(q, q˙),Ψi,j(q) ∈ Rmi×mj have to
be evaluated for j < i only. Multiplying γi(q, q˙) by the
augmented task-space velocities and accelerations from all
higher priority levels 1 . . . i− 1, as displayed in (28), yields
the top-down disturbance across the task hierarchy which
affects level i.
Based on the equations of motion (28), the control force on
hierarchy level i is chosen as
F i,ctrl = Λix¨i,des + µi,ix˙i,des −Di ˙˜xi −Kix˜i+
+ γi(q, q˙)
(
x˙augi−1,des
x¨augi−1,des
)
− F exti,ctrl (32)
with the optional annihilation of external forces/torques by
F exti,ctrl =

0 for case 1
r∑
j=i+1
Ei,j(q)F
ext
x˙j for case 2
(33)
In order to implement the desired impedance, the control
force (32) contains the desired, positive definite and symme-
tric task-space stiffness and damping matrices Ki ∈ Rmi×mi
and Di ∈ Rmi×mi , respectively. Note that the quantity
x¨augi−1,des ∈ R
∑i−1
1 mi describes a feedforward term based on
the known desired trajectory profile, such that it does not
contain any measurement or estimation of accelerations.
The choice (33) depends on the desired interaction behavior
and the availability of measurements or estimations of inte-
raction forces and torques. The two cases can be distinguished
as follows:
• Case 1: This case describes the classical impedance beha-
vior without any feedback of external forces and torques.
The main advantage is that one does not require any
measuring devices or observers for external disturbances.
Cross-couplings with respect to external disturbances can
influence the task hierarchy in case of physical interaction
with the environment.
• Case 2: This case partially avoids the external
force/torque cross-coupling of case 1. Through the top-
down disturbances the lower levels can be influenced as
will be discussed in Section V. However, if constant ex-
ternal task-space forces/torques are present, these issues
do not occur. Knowledge of the interaction forces/torques
with the environment is required.
Note that the undisturbed transient behavior of (1) with (25)
simplifies to the established hierarchical approach [24] in case
of pure regulation control, that is, when the desired trajectories
are stopped by setting x¨i,des = x˙i,des = 0 on all hierarchy
levels i = 1 . . . r.
Applying (25) with (26), (32)–(33), to (1) yields
Λi ¨˜xi + (µi,i +Di) ˙˜xi +Kix˜i
= −γi(q, q˙)
(
˙˜xaugi−1
¨˜xaugi−1
)
+ F exti (34)
for the closed-loop dynamics on hierarchy level i, with the
resulting, effective interaction
F exti =
{
F extvi for case 1
F extx˙i for case 2
(35)
that is characterized by the design choice (33). Note that the
top-down disturbance in (34) depends on the higher-priority
task-space errors ˙˜xaugi−1, ¨˜x
aug
i−1, see (11).
The closed-loop power flows on hierarchy level i are
illustrated in Fig. 2.2 The diagram represents the bond graph
for (34) and indicates the three ways in which energies can
2The dotted box in the bond graph in Fig. 2 describes the relation
Λ˙i(q, q˙) = µi,i(q, q˙) + µi,i(q, q˙)
T through the Dirac structure D with 12 Λ˙i ˙˜xi
−µi,i ˙˜xi
 =
12 (Λ˙i − 2µi,i) µi,i
−µTi,i −(Λ˙i − 2µTi,i)
( ˙˜xi
˙˜xi
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Fig. 2. Bond graph for the power flow on hierarchy level i. The depicted
boundary encloses the closed-loop dynamics (34). The elements in the bond
graph are defined as follows: source of effort SE , inductance I , capacitance
C, resistance R, Dirac structure D.2
cross the level boundary. Through physical interaction via the
source of effort F exti one can insert or extract energy. For
tasks with physical contact this power port describes how
the desired impedance characteristics are realized and how
external forces and torques influence the energy budget on
level i. As long as ˙˜xi 6= 0, virtual energy is dissipated via the
resistance defined by Di. The power port at the bottom right
originates from the source of effort which describes the top-
down disturbance across the hierarchy. Energy can be inserted
or extracted through it as long as task-space errors in the
velocities or accelerations on the levels 1 . . . i− 1 are present.
When ¨˜xaugi−1 = ˙˜x
aug
i−1 = 0 this power port vanishes. For more
details on bond graph notations, the reader is referred to [30].
IV. STABILITY ANALYSIS
This section contains the proof of asymptotic stability of
the equilibrium in which the task-space tracking errors on
all hierarchy levels are zero for the case of free motion
(τ ext = 0). In this regard the state vectors
yi =
(
x˜i
˙˜xi
)
, y =
y1...
yr
 (36)
are introduced with yi ∈ R2mi representing the task-space
position and velocity error on level i (for i = 1 . . . r), and
y ∈ R2n containing the task-space position and velocity errors
of the entire task hierarchy. The above-mentioned equilibrium
is consequently defined by y = 0. Note that the proof is not
valid in the global sense, similar to other stability analyses
for task-space controllers where task-space singularities exist.
This structural aspect will also be discussed in Section V-A.
Moreover, the proof is valid for both cases in (33). As a
prerequisite for the following mathematical analysis several
quantities have to be introduced in the subsequent Secti-
ons IV-A to IV-D.
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Fig. 3. Nested sets A0 . . .Ar and the equilibrium y = 0 in which all task-
space errors are zero
A. Nested sets for the successive accomplishment of the tasks
The setA0 describes the complete state space ofR2n related
to (1). In case of free motions one can define the positive
invariant set
A1 =
{
y| ˙˜x1 = 0, x˜1 = 0
}
(37)
which describes the fulfillment of the main task. Starting
with (37), nested sets Ai for the subordinate hierarchy levels
i = 2 . . . (r − 1) can be defined in a recursive way. These sets
A2 . . .Ar−1 represent the nested fulfillment of the control
goals top-down the task hierarchy:
Ai = Ai−1
⋂{
y| ˙˜xi = 0, x˜i = 0
}
. (38)
These nested sets and the equilibrium y = 0 are illustrated in
Fig. 3.
B. Top-down disturbance across the task hierarchy
While (34) is always valid one can simplify the equations
of motion on level i if the situation is considered where all
higher-priority task-space errors are assumed to be zero, i. e.,
the dynamics are restricted to the corresponding subsets (37)–
(38). Then the top-down disturbance vanishes:
γi(q, q˙)
(
˙˜xaugi−1
¨˜xaugi−1
)
= 0 ∀y ∈ Ai−1 (39)
and the equations of motion reduce to
Λi ¨˜xi + (µi,i +Di) ˙˜xi +Kix˜i = F
ext
i ∀y ∈ Ai−1 (40)
C. Level-specific energies and powers
For the case of free motion an energy- and power-like
function on level i related to (40) can be written as
Vi =
1
2
yTi
(
Ki 0
0 Λi
)
yi ∀y ∈ Ai−1 (41)
V˙i = −yTi
(
0 0
0 Di
)
yi ∀y ∈ Ai−1 (42)
containing the spring potential and a velocity-error-related part
on this very level. Note that the time derivative of the inertia
matrix Λ˙i in (42) vanishes due to Λ˙i = µi,i + µ
T
i,i. Obviously,
Vi is positive definite in yi, whereas V˙i is only negative semi-
definite in yi for i = 1 . . . r. The following modified versions
of (41)–(42) are introduced as
Vi, =
1
2
yTi
(
Ki iΛi
iΛ
T
i Λi
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
P enei
yi (43)
V˙i, = −yTi
(
iKi
1
2i
(
Di − µTi,i
)
1
2i
(
Di − µTi,i
)T
Di − iΛi
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
P powi
yi (44)
∀y ∈ Ai−1 by skewing the level sets of the energy-like
function via a state-coupling term based on the parameter
i > 0 [28], [31]. For sufficiently small parameters i, one can
state that Vi, is positive definite in yi, that is P
ene
i  0, since
Λi,Ki  0. Moreover, V˙i, is negative definite for sufficiently
small values of i. That can be shown by resorting to the Schur
complement conditions [32] for the positive definiteness of
P powi . Since Ki,Di,Λi are symmetric and positive definite,
P powi  0 can be stated iff
iKi  0 (45)
Di − i
(
Λi +
1
4 (Di − µTi,i)TK−1i (Di − µTi,i)
)  0 (46)
holds true. Note that the term on the left of (46) is the Schur
complement of iKi. Since Ki,Di,Λi are known to be
lower- and upper-bound, satisfying (46) for sufficiently small
parameters i only depends on the boundedness of µi,i(q, q˙)
or q˙, respectively. The boundedness of q˙ and (consequently
the boundedness of µi,i(q, q˙)) will be shown in Section IV-E
by the use of a theorem which makes it possible to conclude
stability, i. e., boundedness of the states q˙.
Summarized, one can find functions Vi,, V˙i, with the
properties Vi,  0 and V˙i, ≺ 0 within the subset Ai−1.
D. Theorems on uniform (asymptotic) stability
For the line of argumentation in the proof in Section IV-E
two theorems from the field of stability theory are used which,
in turn, require an additional (straightforward) assumption.
Consider the time-varying system
z˙ = h(t, z) , z(t0) = z0 , (47)
where h : R≥0 ×D → Rn, D ⊂ Rn is a domain with
z = 0 ∈ D and h(t,0) ≡ 0 for all t ≥ t0. The solution of
(47) at any time instant t is denoted as z(t) [26]. The function
h(t, z) is continuous and locally Lipschitz in z uniformly in
t, i. e., for any compact set B ⊂ D, there exists a constant
LB > 0, independent of t, such that
‖h(t, z1)− h(t, z2)‖ ≤ LB ‖z1 − z2‖ (48)
for any z1, z1 ∈ B and t ∈ R. Note that these properties
are widely used to ensure existence and uniqueness of the
solutions of time-varying systems [26], [33]. Therefore, we
state the following assumption for the robotic system at hand:
Assumption 3: The closed-loop system described by (34)
fulfills the same requirements as (47) concerning existence and
uniqueness of the solutions.
z=0
Ω-UASΩ
Entering the set Ω due
to (51)-(52), Theorem 2
Uniform stability due to 
(49)-(50), Theorem 1
Fig. 4. Interpretation of the Theorems 1 and 2. The conditional uniform
asymptotic stability of z = 0, that is, Ω-UAS, is exemplified by the solid/blue
trajectory. The stability in Theorem 1 is due to the negative semi-definiteness
in (50), see the dotted/brown curve. The asymptotic stability in Theorem 2 is
due to the negative definiteness in (52), see the dashed/green line.
Furthermore, several definitions from stability theory [26],
[33], [34] will be used in the proof: uniform stability (US),
uniform asymptotic stability (UAS), and these definitions con-
ditionally to subsets Z , i. e., Z-US and Z-UAS. The detailed
descriptions and properties can be found in Appendix A. With
these prerequisites the following two theorems can be applied.
Theorem 1: [26] Suppose that Assumption 3 holds for (47).
If there exists a function V (t, z) ∈ C1(R≥t0 ×D, R≥0) with
positive semi-definite functions Wj(z), j = 1, 2, such that
W1(z) ≤ V (t, z) ≤W2(z) (49)
∂V
∂t
+
(
∂V
∂z
)T
h(t, z) ≤ 0 (50)
for all t ≥ 0 and z ∈ D, then the equilibrium z = 0 of (47)
is US if it is Ω-UAS, where Ω , {z ∈ D|W1(z) = 0}.
The proof of Theorem 1 is provided in [26].
Theorem 2: [26] Suppose that Assumption 3 holds
for the system (47). Assume that there exists a function
V (t, z) ∈ C1(R≥t0 ×D, R≥0) with positive semi-definite
functions Wj(z), j = 1, 2, such that
W1(z) ≤ V (t, z) ≤W2(z) (51)
∂V
∂t
+
(
∂V
∂z
)T
h(t, z) ≤ −α(W1(z)) (52)
are satisfied for all t ≥ 0 and z ∈ D and α ∈ K.3 Then the
equilibrium z = 0 of (47) is UAS if it is Ω-UAS, where
Ω , {z ∈ D|W1(z) = 0}.
The proof of Theorem 2 is provided in [26].
The main difference between Theorem 1 and 2 lies in the
right side of the equations (50) (negative semi-definiteness)
and (52) (negative definiteness), respectively. An interpretation
of both theorems is provided in Fig. 4.
In Section IV-E, these two theorems will be applied on the
individual hierarchy levels of the closed-loop system (34) with
V (t, z) taken from (41) for Theorem 1 and taken from (43)
for Theorem 2, while the sets Ω are selected according to the
nested, task-related sets in Section IV-A. The lower and upper
bounds W1(z) and W2(z) can be derived from V (t, z) by
means of minimal and maximal eigenvalues.
3A function of class K is continuous, zero at zero, and strictly increasing.
-UAS (through Theorem 2 in        ) requires ... Ar-3 Ar-3
& Ar-2-UAS
-UAS (through Theorem 2 in        ) requires ... Ar-2 Ar-2
& Ar-1-UAS
Neg. definiteness,
(51)-(52) in         Ar-3
Neg. definiteness,
(51)-(52) in         Ar-2
A1-UASNeg. definiteness,(51)-(52)
Theorem 2 requires ...
&
A1-UAS (through Theorem 2 in     ) requires ... A1
A2-UASNeg. definiteness,(51)-(52) in       &
A2-UAS (through Theorem 2 in      ) requires ... A2
A3-UAS&
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Neg. definiteness,
(51)-(52) in       A2
Repeat for index 3...r-3
Fig. 5. Structure of the proof of asymptotic stability of the equilibrium y = 0
E. Proof of asymptotic stability
Proposition 1: Consider the system (1) with the control
law (25). The stiffness and damping matrices Ki,Di for
i = 1 . . . r are symmetric and positive definite, respectively,
and the desired task-space positions, velocities, and accele-
rations (xi,des(t), x˙i,des(t), x¨i,des(t) for i = 1 . . . r) are con-
tinuous and bounded. Suppose that the Assumptions 1–3 hold.
Then the equilibrium y = 0 is asymptotically stable for the
case of free motion (τ ext = 0).
Proof 1: The structure of the proof of asymptotic stability is
illustrated in Fig. 5. In order to obtain UAS of the equilibrium
y = 0, one can apply Theorem 2 to the complete closed-
loop dynamics of the system. Theorem 2 requires functions
to satisfy (51)–(52), and it additionally demands A1-UAS.
This property A1-UAS can be straightforwardly obtained by
applying Theorem 2 within the subset A1. In consequence, one
requires functions to satisfy the negative definiteness defined in
(51)–(52) within A1, and A2-UAS is additionally demanded.
The latter requirement, A2-UAS, in turn, can be obtained by
repeating the previous step with increasing index, i. e., top-
down the task hierarchy. That procedure can be iteratively
applied until Ar−1-UAS is finally demanded. Summarized,
asymptotic stability of y = 0 is proven if one can satisfy all
requirements depicted in Fig. 5.
In the following, these requirements will be fulfilled by
proving them from bottom to top. In Fig. 6 the procedure
for the line of argumentation is detailed by the consecutive
steps 1© to 7© which realize the structure in Fig. 5.
Step 1©, positive definiteness of P powr within Ar−1
The line of argumentation starts on the lowest level i = r
and within the subset Ar−1. Within this subset, one can
evaluate (41)–(42) and conclude Ar−1-US of the equilibrium.
From that one can argue that x˜r and ˙˜xr are bounded. Since
x˜j = ˙˜xj = 0 for 1 ≤ j ≤ (r − 1) due to the restriction to
Ar−1, boundedness of all task-space velocities x˙augr can be
concluded. With (8) for i = r one can prove boundedness
of q˙, and therefore, boundedness of µr,r(q, q˙). That, in
turn, confirms P powr  0 within Ar−1, because (45)–(46) is
satisfied.
Step 2©, Ar−1-UAS of the equilibrium
The positive definiteness of P powr shown in step 1© makes
it possible to conclude Ar−1-UAS of the equilibrium from
(43)–(44) for i = r because Vr,  0 and V˙r, ≺ 0 within the
subset Ar−1.
Step 3©, positive definiteness of P powr−1 within Ar−2
Going one level higher (i = r − 1) but restricting all follo-
wing statements to the subset Ar−2, Theorem 1 can be applied
with V , Vr−1 from (41) and Ω , Ar−1.4 That yields Ar−2-
US of the equilibrium. With Ar−2-US of the equilibrium
one can conclude boundedness of all velocities, and therefore
boundedness of µr−1,r−1(q, q˙) in Ar−2. As a consequence,
P powr−1  0 within the subset Ar−2 can be stated, because (45)–
(46) is satisfied.
Step 4©, Ar−2-UAS of the equilibrium
Theorem 2 can be applied within Ar−2 to obtainAr−2-UAS
of the equilibrium. The substitutions V , Vr−1,, Ω , Ar−1,
W1 ,Wr−1,1, and W2 ,Wr−1,2 are chosen with
Wr−1,1 =
1
2
λmin(P
ene
r−1)
∥∥yr−1∥∥2 , (53)
Wr−1,2 =
1
2
λmax(P
ene
r−1)
∥∥yr−1∥∥2 . (54)
Herein λmin and λmax define the minimal and maximal
eigenvalue of the respective argument. With α , αr−1 in
Theorem 2 according to
αr−1 =
2λmin(P
pow
r−1)
λmin(P
ene
r−1)
Wr−1,1 (55)
one can ensure that (52) is satisfied since
V˙r−1, ≤ −αr−1 = −λmin(P powr−1)
∥∥yr−1∥∥2 . (56)
That proves Ar−2-UAS of the equilibrium.
4Note that W1 and W2 can be determined by involving the minimal and
maximal eigenvalues obtained from (41) for i = r − 1, for example.
Step 5©, iterative application of 3© and 4© bottom-up the
task hierarchy, A1-UAS of the equilibrium
The previous two steps can be iteratively repeated, i. e.,
showing P powi  0 and proving Ai−1-UAS of the equilibrium
for the indices i = (r − 2) . . . 2. This procedure includes the
following four substeps.
Starting index i: For the first iteration, i is set to r − 2.
Repetition of substep 3©: Similar to step 3©, Theorem 1
is applied within the subset Ai−1 and requires V , Vi and
Ω , Ai. The positive semi-definite functions W1 and W2 can
be determined by involving the minimal and maximal eigen-
values obtained from (41), for example. From Theorem 1 one
can conclude boundedness of µi,i(q, q˙) within the respective
subset, and consequently P powi  0 conditional to Ai−1, due
to the fulfillment of (45)–(46).
Repetition of substep 4©: Analogously, Theorem 2 is app-
lied within the subset Ai−1. One can set V , Vi,, Ω , Ai,
W1 ,Wi,1, W2 ,Wi,2, and α , αi with the respective indi-
ces replaced in the general formulations
Wi,1(yi) =
1
2
λmin(P
ene
i ) ‖yi‖2 , (57)
Wi,2(yi) =
1
2
λmax(P
ene
i ) ‖yi‖2 , (58)
αi(Wi,1(yi)) =
2λmin(P
pow
i )
λmin(P
ene
i )
Wi,1(yi) . (59)
One can conclude Ai−1-UAS of the equilibrium.
Update of the index i: The index is updated according to the
sequence i = (r − 2) . . . 2, and the next iteration is initiated.
After r − 3 iterations, i. e., when i = 2 is reached, A1-UAS
of the equilibrium is proven.
Step 6©, positive definiteness of P pow1
Applying Theorem 1 one last time with V , V1 and
Ω , A1, one can conclude P pow1  0. The functions W1 and
W2 can be determined analogously as in the previous steps.
Step 7©, UAS of the equilibrium
Applying Theorem 2 one last time with V , V1,, Ω , A1,
and (57)–(59) for i = 1 delivers the proof of UAS of the
equilibrium y = 0.

V. DISCUSSION
The proposed controller will be discussed (Section V-A)
and compared with the classical approach based on feedback
linearization (Section V-B). The conclusions of this compari-
son are generalizable to other control approaches which are
characterized by a feedback linearization such as the classical
OSF and common inverse-dynamics solutions [14].
A. General discussion
Structurally (25)–(33) describes a so-called compliance con-
troller which is as a special case of impedance control because
it does not shape the inertia but it preserves the configuration-
dependent, natural one. In [17] different operational space
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Fig. 6. Detailed procedure to fulfill the requirements of the proof sketched in Fig. 5. The proof of asymptotic stability of y = 0 can be performed by
following the consecutive steps 1© to 7©, where step 5© consists of the iterative application of the steps 3© and 4© with changing index (bottom-up the task
hierarchy). After the final application of Theorem 2 in step 7© one can conclude UAS of the equilibrium, i. e., all desired subtask trajectories are tracked.
controllers have been investigated and compared from a the-
oretical and empirical perspective. The authors came to the
conclusion that a highly accurate estimation of the inertia
matrix is difficult to obtain. While both feedback linearization
and the controller proposed here require knowledge of the
inertia matrix, feedback linearization is in general rather prone
to modeling uncertainties in M(q) since the natural inertia is
actively shaped to become constant and preferably diagonal.
Null space projections make it possible to partially execute
subordinate tasks if they are in structural conflict with higher-
priority objectives, i. e., if the tasks are not consistent with each
other or dependent, respectively. While a stability analysis can
still be conducted for specific cases (compliance control [35],
inverse-dynamics/OSF approach [36]) the proofs are usually
only valid for the regulation case and local minima. In general,
zero tracking error cannot be achieved on all hierarchy levels
in case of conflicting tasks, and the question of existence of
an equilibrium is not trivial. The difficulties in analyzing the
stability properties have been investigated in [17].
In contrast, the requirements at hand aim at a fully feasible
task hierarchy or independent subtasks, respectively. The task
planner and high-level reasoning layer are assumed to define
the kinematic and dynamic control objectives in a consistent
way, which is a common requirement [11]. As a consequence,
the presented hierarchical impedance controller is responsible
for a) tracking the desired trajectories, b) strictly complying
with the order of priority, and c) implementing the desired
contact behavior (stiffness, damping). If the desired subtask
trajectories are properly planned, both algorithmic and kine-
matic singularities do not have to be treated in the control
approach separately. As in all projection-based approaches,
singularities can lead to discontinuities in the control action
and have to be addressed otherwise, for example through
damped least-squares techniques [37] applied to the control
law [38], [39] or smoothing the transition itself [40].
Another aspect to be emphasized is the general structure
of the control law (25)–(33). As mentioned in Section III-C,
the tracking controller reduces to the regulation controller [24]
when removing the time dependencies in the references on all
hierarchy levels by setting x¨i,des = x˙i,des = 0 for i = 1 . . . r.
This compliance controller is enhanced here by upgrading it to
a dedicated tracking controller while preserving the beneficial
interaction properties of an impedance controller [25].
In general, proofs of stability for task-space controllers are
not valid in the global sense if singularities exist due to
the definition of the subtasks. The same limitation applies,
for example, to any Cartesian orientation controller involving
all three rotations in SO(3). This structural property is valid
regardless of the type of controller. Although this mathema-
tical restriction has to be noted, its implications in practice
are rather limited, when the nominal task-space trajectories
are properly planned to avoid singular regions and ensure
feasibility of the subtasks [11].
If the cross-couplings with respect to the external forces
and torques in (24) are annihilated as described by case 2
in (33), then one can also prove asymptotic stability of the
equilibrium in the presence of constant external forces and
torques F extx˙i 6= 0. Such external disturbances can be present
on several hierarchy levels simultaneously without loss of
generality. The new equilibrium y straightforwardly derives
from the corresponding desired task-space stiffnesses and can
be shown to be asymptotically stable by following a similar
line of argumentation as done in Section IV-E.
B. Comparison with feedback linearization
In the following the control approach is qualitatively com-
pared with the state of the art, i. e., feedback linearization with
the level-specific decoupled equations of motion
Λi,des ¨˜xi +Di ˙˜xi +Kix˜i = F
ext
x˙i (60)
of the closed loop for all levels i = 1 . . . r. The term
Λi,des ∈ Rmi×mi describes the constant, desired task-space
inertia matrix.
1) Advantages over classical feedback linearization: When
performing a feedback linearization, the control law requires
knowledge of the generalized external forces τ ext or F extx˙i
for i = 1 . . . r, respectively. If this feedback is not provided,
then the impedance parameters (e. g., the desired stiffness
matrices Ki for i = 1 . . . r) will not be implemented on the
robot. Physically interacting with the closed-loop system will
then lead to a wrong, configuration-dependent contact stiffness
because the external force is unintuitively distorted by the
factor Λi,desΛ−1i . In the approach proposed here, such a
distortion does not happen since Λi,desΛ−1i = I due to the
preservation of the natural inertia (Λi,des = Λi). Moreover,
it is well known that the identification of τ ext, either by
measurement of estimation, potentially involves problems in
terms of robustness and accuracy. In the approach presented
here, feedback of τ ext can be completely avoided (case 1 in
(33)).
Let the system involve unmodeled friction, for example.
This dissipative effect could be taken into account by in-
troducing an unknown/unmodeled velocity-dependent term
Dfrici x˙i with positive (semi-)definite damping matrix D
fric
i .
Such a term would appear in (60) as Λi,desΛ−1i D
fric
i x˙i
due to the previously performed feedback linearization. Alt-
hough Λi,des  0 and Λ−1i  0 and Dfrici  0, the term
Λi,desΛ
−1
i D
fric
i is not necessarily positive (semi-)definite.
In other words, a physically present dissipative effect such
as velocity-dependent friction may destabilize the feedback-
linearized closed-loop system. The controller (25)–(33) pro-
posed in this work ensures that such a case cannot happen at
all because keeping the natural inertia (Λi,des = Λi) directly
implies Λi,desΛ−1i D
fric
i x˙i = D
fric
i x˙i, that is, the dissipative
nature of the friction is preserved.
Feedback linearization enforces a desired, constant inertial
behavior. Frequently one chooses Λi,des = I . As a conse-
quence, the robot must react to external forces and torques
in a way such that this inertial response is independent of
the joint configuration. However, the natural dynamics of
the system demand the opposite: the task-space inertias to
be accelerated strongly depend on the joint configuration in
practice. In Fig. 7 two different scenarios are depicted which
yield largely different reflected inertias at the end-effector in
vertical direction. If (60) represents the equations of motion in
this Cartesian direction, for example, then the inertial reaction
for feedback linearization has to be identical in both scenarios.
If Λi,des = I and Mlarge Msmall, then the configuration on
the left of Fig. 7 leads to a large joint torque in joint 1 when
interacting with the end-effector in vertical direction. That
can cause problems in terms of actuator limitations when the
maximum feasible torque is reached. This problem would not
arise on the right side of Fig. 7. In other words, the accessible
workspace of the robot for feedback linearization depends on
the controller parametrization through Λi,des. Thus, the linear
dynamics (60) may contradict the capabilities of the real robot.
Moreover, the implementation of constant task-space inertias
such as Λi,des = I can be unintuitive. One would probably
expect a lower acceleration if the apparent inertia is high. In
the approach proposed here, the natural inertia is preserved
(Λi,des = Λi) so that the problems described above cannot
Mlarge
Msmall
Mlarge Msmall
High
natural inertia
Low
natural inertia
Joint 2
Joint 3
Joint 1
Fig. 7. Two different configurations for the joints 1, 2, and 3, with largely
different Cartesian inertias. On the left, the natural Cartesian inertia in vertical
direction is high since the mass/inertia Mlarge of the first link (shaded) has
to be accelerated to move the end-effector. On the right, the end-effector can
be moved also by accelerating the mass/inertia Msmall of the second link.
occur at all.
2) Disadvantages compared to feedback linearization:
Feedback linearization yields exponential stability on all hier-
archy levels. In the work proposed here, the proof only covers
asymptotic stability of the overall equilibrium. However, it has
to be noted that the exponential stability properties of (60) rely
on the accurate knowledge of all dynamic parameters to be
cancelled during feedback linearization. While compensation
terms are also exploited in the controller presented here, the
extent is significantly reduced compared to feedback lineari-
zation. During the latter, the Coriolis and centrifugal terms,
for example, have to be completely annihilated, while that is
not the case for (26) which is even a power-conserving feed-
back, also in the presence of modeling uncertainties. Another
example is the feedback of the external forces and torques, as
described above. In order to realize (60), F extx˙i has to be known
accurately. The simulations in Section VI will demonstrate
that a feedback-linearized system is particularly prone to such
inaccuracies. Furthermore, a potential conflict of objectives
exists when aiming at a specific transient behavior for feedback
linearization. An exemplary case is the implementation of
a desired damping ratio. While the task-space inertias can
be chosen arbitrarily, the stiffness and damping gains also
have a significant influence. If these are already defined by
the subtasks themselves (e. g., through requirements on the
desired contact stiffness and damping), then the advantages of
exponential stability may not fully come into effect.
As shown in (60), the effect of cross-couplings related to
external forces and torques is removed by the controller for
feedback linearization. Depending on the choice (33) in the
approach presented here, cross-couplings are either present
(case 1), or they are also compensated for (case 2). Yet, if task-
space acceleration errors on higher-priority levels are non-zero
in case 2, external disturbances can still influence the lower-
priority levels through the top-down disturbances related to
(29). But if constant external task-space forces and torques are
exerted, no such cross-coupling are encountered, similar to the
case of feedback linearization. Moreover, in the simulations
(Section VI) and the experiments (Section VII) it will be
shown that the cross-couplings in the presented approach (case
1 and case 2) are small in practice, even during highly dynamic
motions. Note again that the theoretically beneficial, complete
external-force-torque-decoupling for feedback linearization re-
lies on the accurate knowledge of F extx˙i or τ
ext, respectively.
gx
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Fig. 8. Initial configuration of the planar simulation model with six DOF
(joint 1: prismatic joint, joints 2-6: revolute joints). Gravity is simulated with
g = 9.81 m
s2
. Each link is modeled as a massless bar with a centered point
mass of 1 kg. The first link has a length of 0.25 m, all other links have a
length of 0.5 m.
It is well known that the identification and control feedback
of the external disturbances can compromise the robustness of
the closed loop in practice and is not trivial.
The pros and cons from Section V-B1 and Section V-B2 are
condensed in Table I for a direct comparison.
VI. SIMULATIONS
The controller is evaluated on a six-DOF planar manipulator
in simulation as illustrated in Fig. 8. A task hierarchy with five
priority levels is implemented with the task definitions and
controller gains following Table II. On hierarchy level one,
the full translational motion of the tool center point (TCP) in
the plane is addressed. The second level is represented by the
orientation of the TCP about the z-axis. Hierarchy level three
covers the motion of the third joint, the translational motion of
the mobile base in x-direction (first joint) is addressed on level
four, and the lowest-priority level five specifies the motion of
the fourth joint.
In order to compare the proposed controller (25)–(33) with
the state of the art, a feedback linearization is simulated with
the same desired stiffness and damping values (Table II).
Furthermore, the desired task-space inertias for feedback li-
nearization are chosen as Λi,des = I for i = 1 . . . 5 in all of
the simulations, following the common specification.
In simulation #1 desired trajectories are applied on all
hierarchy levels and the transient responses of the proposed
controller and feedback linearization are analyzed in case of
initial task-space errors. The desired reference trajectories are
plotted in Fig. 9. The transients for both closed loops are
depicted in Fig. 10. One can observe the exponential stability
properties related to feedback linearization.
In simulation #2 the control performance in the presence
of various modeling errors and uncertainties is addressed. The
simulated errors and uncertainties are defined as follows:
• The diagonal of the inertia matrix M(q) used in the
control law is disturbed. On each element 7% of the
original value in the initial configuration (see Fig. 8) is
either added or subtracted, following the order - - + + - +.
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Fig. 9. Simulation #1 (convergence): The top diagram depicts all translational
reference trajectories to be tracked (levels 1, 4), and the bottom diagram shows
the corresponding rotational reference trajectories (levels 2, 3, 5). The zero
point of the reference trajectories is defined by the desired initial configuration
which is illustrated in Fig. 8 and described by the joint configuration
(0 m, 45◦,−45◦,−45◦,−45◦,−45◦).
• The Coriolis and centrifugal matrix C(q, q˙) used in the
control law is reduced by 30% of the current value in
each time step.
• Additional unmodeled joint friction is present in the
simulated dynamics. All joints undergo viscous joint
friction with the coefficients 0.05 Nms/rad and 0.05 Ns/m,
respectively.
The desired task-space stiffness and damping values on each
hierarchy level are provided in Table II. The simulation results
including the respective reference trajectories are shown in
Fig. 11. One can see that the proposed controller is able to
track the trajectories well. Although feedback linearization
uses the same controller gains for stiffness and damping, large
errors can be observed, particularly on the levels 2 and 5. A
more detailed comparison of the task-space tracking errors
of the simulation results is provided in Fig. 12. It is known
from the literature that especially modeling errors in the inertia
matrix deteriorate the control performance of operational-
space controllers [17]. Both the proposed controller and a
feedback linearization belong to this category. But a feedback
linearization appears to be particularly prone to errors related
to M(q). This might be due to the explicit cancellation
of the natural inertia by model-based feedback control and
the subsequent implementation of a constant, diagonal, and
decoupled task-space inertia.
Since simulation #2 represents only one specific controller
parametrization and uncertainty scenario, 2000 additional si-
mulations with random modeling errors and uncertainties have
been conducted, with these disturbances lying in the following
ranges:
• The diagonal of the inertia matrix M(q) used in the
control law is disturbed. Between 0% and 7% of the
original value in the initial configuration is individually
and randomly added to each element.
• The Coriolis and centrifugal matrix C(q, q˙) used in the
control law is disturbed between -10% and 10% of the
TABLE I
DIRECT COMPARISON BETWEEN THE PROPOSED APPROACH (25)–(33) (CASES 1 AND 2) AND FEEDBACK LINEARIZATION
Property Feedback linearization Control (25)–(33), case 1 Control (25)–(33), case 2
Stability Exponential Asymptotic Asymptotic
Control feedback of external forces/torques Yes No Yes
Cross-couplings (const. external forces/torques) No Yes No
Inertial behavior Desired inertia (constant) Natural inertia Natural inertia
Effect of unmodeled friction Potential source of instability Dissipative Dissipative
Cancellation of Cor./centr. terms Not power-conserving Power-conserving Power-conserving
TABLE II
TASK DESCRIPTIONS AND CONTROLLER GAINS FOR THE SIMULATION
Lvl. Task Sim. #1 Sim. #2 and #3
description stiffness/damping stiffness/damping
1 TCP in x 200 Nm / 10
Ns
m 500
N
m / 50
Ns
m
1 TCP in y 200 Nm / 10
Ns
m 500
N
m / 50
Ns
m
2 TCP about z 50 Nmrad / 5
Nms
rad 200
Nm
rad / 40
Nms
rad
3 Joint 3 about z 50 Nmrad / 5
Nms
rad 200
Nm
rad / 40
Nms
rad
4 Joint 1 in x 100 Nm / 10
Ns
m 400
N
m / 250
Ns
m
5 Joint 4 about z 50 Nmrad / 5
Nms
rad 200
Nm
rad / 40
Nms
rad
current value in each time step.
• Additional unmodeled joint friction is present in the
simulated dynamics. All joints undergo viscous joint
friction with the coefficients between 0 and 0.02 Nms/rad
and Ns/m, respectively.
Figure 13 shows the average and maximum task-space
errors for all 2000 simulation runs of 6 s each.
In simulation #3 various external disturbances are applied
and the transient responses are analyzed. The top diagram
in Fig. 14 shows these interactions. Between 0.5 s and 1.5 s
external forces are exerted on the end-effector in the x- and
y-direction, with 30 N and 40 N, respectively. Between 3 s
and 5 s, a force of 50 N is applied to the mobile base in
x-direction, and between 7.5 s and 8.5 s, a torque of 30 Nm
excites the third joint. The diagrams 2–7 illustrate the influence
on the task-space errors on all hierarchy levels. The shaded
areas describe the intervals on the respective priority levels
of the disturbance. Both the proposed controller and feedback
linearization are simulated with and without control feedback
of external forces and torques. One can observe that the
proposed controller without feedback of these disturbances
features a similar behavior as its counterpart since the cross-
couplings onto the other hierarchy levels are comparatively
small. It is noticeable that the feedback-linearized system
without the active feedback of the external forces and torques
shows an inferior tracking performance during all external
interactions. Beside the task-space errors one can also analyze
the level-specific energies to assess the control performance.
Figure 15 depicts the energies consisting of the respective
virtual potentials and kinetic energies related to each priority
level. Again, the shaded areas illustrate the time intervals
on the particular levels where the external forces/torques are
applied. By means of the low peak virtual energies on the
other levels one can observe that external forces exerted on
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Fig. 10. Simulation #1 (convergence): Direct comparison between the
proposed controller and feedback linearization for initial task-space errors
and active desired trajectories in the absence of external forces and torques.
The initial configuration of the robot at rest is described by the joint positions
(0 m, 40◦,−40◦,−50◦,−40◦,−50◦).
one hierarchy level do not significantly disturb the other levels
despite the fast and dynamic motions. The only exception is
the feedback-linearized system without active feedback of the
external forces and torques. Due to the large values, the virtual
energies related to this controller are not contained in Fig. 15
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Fig. 11. Simulation #2 (modeling uncertainties): Trajectory tracking perfor-
mance of the proposed controller and feedback linearization in the presence
of modeling errors and uncertainties
but outsourced to Fig. 16. Note that there are differences
of several orders of magnitude between classical feedback
linearization without use of the external forces/torques and
the corresponding proposed controller (case 1, see (33)).
In this context it has to be noted that feedback linearization
with control feedback of the external forces/torques is rather
sensitive to inaccuracies in these terms. If one introduces
an error of only 5 % (for example by feedback of 95 %
of the external forces/torques for feedback linearization of
simulation #3), then the control performance already degrades
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Fig. 12. Simulation #2 (modeling uncertainties): Task-space errors on all
hierarchy levels in the presence of modeling errors and uncertainties
significantly such that the peak virtual energy goes up to about
13 J instead of less than 3 J as before. In practice the feedback
of external forces and torques is difficult. Beside the general
question of availability, the accuracy of the measurements or
estimations is known to be problematic. Therefore, the high
control performance of the proposed approach (case 1 in (33),
without feedback of external forces/torques) particularly gains
relevance for practical applications.
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Fig. 13. Simulation #2 (modeling uncertainties): Average and maximum task-
space errors of 2000 simulations with random disturbances
TABLE III
TASKS AND CONTROL GAINS IN THE EXPERIMENTS #1 AND #2.
(†: DAMPING RATIO)
Level Task description Stiffness Damping
1 Transl. Cart. impedance (TCP) 1500 N/m 0.7†
2 Rot. Cart. impedance (TCP) 200 Nm/rad 0.7†
3 Joint impedance (joint 1) 300 Nm/rad 30 Nms/rad
VII. EXPERIMENTS
The controller is evaluated in two experiments on a com-
mercially available KUKA LWR IV+, a torque-controlled
lightweight robot with seven DOF, see Fig. 17. The trans-
lational Cartesian impedance at the TCP with m1 = 3 is
chosen as task on the first-priority level, while the rotational
Cartesian impedance at the TCP with m2 = 3 characterizes
hierarchy level two.5 The lowest-priority level is defined by a
joint impedance realized in the first joint with m3 = 1. This
three-level task hierarchy and the control gains for the two
experiments are summarized in Table III. The X- and Y-
axes illustrated in Fig. 17 describe the motion of the TCP
in the horizontal plane, respectively, and the Z-axis defines
the vertical motion.
In experiment #1 a synchronized translational reference tra-
jectory in all three TCP-directions is applied (level 1), whereas
the orientation of the TCP is assigned to be maintained as best
as possible (level 2). Moreover, the first joint is commanded to
move in a range of about 23◦ (level 3). The desired trajectories
and the tracking performance can be observed in Fig. 18.
The zero positions and orientations in the diagrams represent
the initial, non-singular configuration depicted in Fig. 17.6
Although the deviations between the desired trajectories and
the actual task-space coordinates are minor, the errors are
non-zero. That effect is expected in the presence of modeling
uncertainties as in all impedance-based controllers.
5Note that the implemented TCP orientation control is based on a
singularity-free quaternion representation. In the analysis of the results, Euler
angles are utilized for the sake of intuitive interpretation. Damping ratios are
implemented on the first two levels instead of a constant damping.
6Using the standard definitions of the joint angles on the
KUKA LWR IV+, the initial configuration is described by
(−0.7, −0.554, 0.22, 1.45, −0.24, −1.1, 0.4) rad.
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Fig. 14. Simulation #3 (physical interaction): Task-space errors occurring
during physical interaction with the robot
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Fig. 15. Simulation #3 (physical interaction): Level-specific energies during
physical interaction with the robot
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Fig. 17. Setup for the experimental evaluation: KUKA LWR IV+ with three-
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Fig. 18. Experiment #1 (trajectory tracking): The values plotted in the second
diagram describe the Euler angles obtained from successively rotating about
the X-, Y-, and Z-axis.
To assess the control performance more accurately, Fig. 19
shows the task-space errors from Fig. 18, where the level-
two error is depicted as the total orientation error, that is, the
absolute angle between the actual and the desired orientation
of the TCP. At the end of the trajectory (t > 10 s), a small
steady-state error remains as discussed above. Increasing the
desired stiffness values in Table III would reduce this error at
the cost of less compliance in case of physical interaction.
Additionally, the controller is implemented without the γ-
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Fig. 19. Experiment #1 (trajectory tracking): Task-space errors on the three
hierarchy levels. The results for the control law without γ-terms in (32) are
plotted additionally to observe the effect of the top-down disturbance.
components in (32) so that the effect of the top-down distur-
bance can be observed in practice. As the theory has shown, no
effect on the first priority level is expected, which is confirmed
by the results in Fig. 19 (top diagram). On the lower-priority
levels, the γ-terms in (32) reduce the maximum task-space
errors by about 16 % (level 2, center diagram) and 25 % (level
3, bottom diagram).
Note that feedback-linearization-based approaches are prone
to the same effects of steady-state errors and non-zero task-
space errors during motion because they also constitute PD
control laws basically. That is an inevitable consequence of
the realization of a desired contact stiffness.
In experiment #2 different types of external disturbances are
exerted on the robot through physical human-robot interaction
while the desired trajectories from experiment #1 are applied
with smaller velocities. Note that the controller for case 1 in
(33) is considered, that is, no external forces/torques are used
in the control feedback. The external torque τ ext consulted
in the analysis of the results is estimated using a momentum-
based observer [41] and subsequently mapped to the external
task-space forces and torques acting on the three hierarchy
levels. The total force on level one, i. e., the Euclidean norm
of the three Cartesian external forces at the TCP, is depicted
in diagram 1 of Fig. 20. The total external torque about the
TCP is shown in diagram 4, and the external torque exerted
on the first joint can be observed in diagram 7.
After about 2.5 s a force of about 89 N is applied at the
TCP and superposed by a TCP torque of about 5 Nm. These
effects are highlighted by shaded rectangles. As desired, that
leads to a deviation on the first two hierarchy levels. In the
energy plot on level three (bottom diagram) one can see that
no relevant cross-coupling is present as the peak value is only
about 14 mJ. The second disturbance after about 11.5 s acts
only on the first joint with a torque of about 27 Nm. The energy
plots for the levels one and two reveal that this external torque
on level three does not affect the higher-priority tasks in a
noticeable way (80 mJ on level one, 4 mJ on level two). After
about 22 s, a third external disturbance is applied which acts
on all hierarchy levels yielding peaks in all level energies. The
experiment illustrates that physical compliance is achieved by
the impedance control law and external force-torque cross-
couplings are small in practice.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
The classical approach to perform multiple robotic mani-
pulation tasks simultaneously is to dynamically decouple all
of them and feedback-linearize the system. Both the com-
mon inverse-dynamics approaches and the Operational Space
Formulation (OSF) follow this procedure, finally leading to
equivalent results. While desired task-space trajectories can
be ideally tracked in theory that way, the controller relies
on accurate model knowledge in practice. Moreover, in order
to implement a specified contact stiffness and damping, one
has to measure or estimate the external forces/torques and use
them in the control feedback. Here, we provided a hierarchical
multi-objective tracking controller for an arbitrary number of
priority levels which features asymptotic stability of the equili-
brium and it gets along without any feedback of external forces
and torques. Furthermore, a dedicated contact impedance
can be specified and realized, and the natural inertia of the
robot is preserved. Simulations and experiments with multiple
hierarchy levels have been conducted to evaluate the approach
and validate the theoretical findings obtained from the proof
of asymptotic stability. The presented controller is predestined
for precise task-space trajectory tracking while it implements a
desired contact impedance for physical interaction at the same
time.
The next steps will cover extensive experimental evaluations
of the controller in terms of trajectory tracking and interaction
scenarios, and the analysis of the robustness against modeling
uncertainties and disturbances. Moreover, the case of an incon-
sistent task hierarchy will be addressed, e. g., when the overall
task dimension exceeds the number of available DOF in the
system.
APPENDIX A
In the following the descriptions for stability, uniform
stability, uniform attraction, and uniform asymptotic stability
are recapitulated in Definition 1, while their restricted versions
conditionally to subsets are specified in Definition 2.
Definition 1: [26], [34], [42] The equilibrium point z = 0
of a system (47) is
• stable if for each ξ > 0, there is δ = δ(ξ, t0) > 0 such
that
‖z0‖ < δ ⇒ ‖z(t)‖ < ξ , ∀t ≥ t0 ≥ 0 ; (61)
• uniformly stable (US) if for each ξ > 0, there is
δ = δ(ξ) > 0, independent of t0, such that (61) is sa-
tisfied;
• uniformly attractive (UA) if there is a positive constant
c, independent of t0, such that z(t)→ 0 as t→∞
uniformly in t0, for all ‖z0‖ < c. That is, for each η > 0,
there is T = T (η) > 0 such that
‖z(t)‖ ≤ η , ∀t ≥ t0+T , ∀t0 ≥ 0 ,∀ ‖z0‖ < c ; (62)
• uniformly asymptotically stable (UAS) if it is US and
UA.
Definition 2: [26] Let Z ⊂ Rn contain z = 0. The point
z = 0 of the system (47) is
• uniformly stable conditionally to Z (Z-US) if, for each
ξ > 0, there exists δ = δ(ξ) > 0, independent of t0, such
that
∀z0 ∈ Z and ‖z0‖ < δ ⇒ ‖z(t)‖ < ξ (63)
for all t ≥ t0 ≥ 0.
• uniformly attractive conditionally to Z (Z-UA) if, for
each η > 0, there is T = T (η) > 0 such that
‖z(t)‖ ≤ η , ∀t ≥ t0 + T , ∀t0 ≥ 0 (64)
for all ‖z0‖ < c and z0 ∈ Z .
• uniformly asymptotically stable conditionally to Z (Z-
UAS) if it is Z-US and Z-UA.
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Fig. 20. Experiment #2 (external disturbances): Control performance during
physical interaction with the robot.
